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One of Elinor Ostrom's central elements in her reframing of Commons management lies
within the use of 8 Design Principles (DP) (Ostrom 1990; Araral, 2014; Baggio, 2016).
Although she underlined more than once that said DP were not a prescriptive set of tools but
rather guidelines to be adapted, many international programs regarding development issues as
well as ecological ones have integrated these principles, one way or the other (Cox, 2010;
World Bank 2010; Robele and alii, 2017). The further extension of Commons logic to new
areas, such as knowledge, health, or culture, shows the fundamental shift Ostrom's analysis
provided us with, leading to new ways of thinking in terms of contribution to economic
development in a sustainable perspective (Hess and Ostrom; 2007, Hess, 2012). By studying
the diffusion of Ostrom's Design Principles in some international institutions’ programs, both
public and NGOs, such as the FAO, the IUCN, the Convention for Biological Diversity, the
WWF, and at the French level, France Nature Environnement, the State secretary for
Biodiversity, or Reserves Naturelles de France, to name a few, we would like to show the
scope and degree to which Ostrom's DP have changed not only the content but the framing of
development and ecological programs. Ostrom's DP prove to constitute an epistemological
disruption as to how such programs have been conceived and represents a move from some
core concepts regarding property rights, governance, and the way to implement efficient
common pool resources management actions that contribute to economic development as it
was conceived under market-based or mainstream economy approaches such as the DICE
Model (Nordhaus, 1979, 1992) or others analysis (Helm and Hepburn, 2012; Markandya,
2016). This disruption opened a new paradigm and a research program (Lakatos, 1994), and
led to a new community of researchers (Kuhn, 1962): hence a new chapter in the History of
Economic Thought (Spash and Ryan, 2012).
Key words: Ostrom, Epistemology, Economics, History of thought, Commons, Development,
Ecology.
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When Elinor Ostrom received the ‘Nobel’ prize for Economics in 2009, it came as a surprise,
not only because she was the first-ever woman to be awarded this recognition, but also
because she was not a ‘full’ economist’, being a political scientist since her graduate time and
Ph.D. The award drew some criticism on both accounts1. Her lifetime work was rewarded for
“her analysis of economic governance, especially the commons”, to quote the Bank of
Sweden Prize committee for Economics. The complete quote noted, and is worth mentioning
in full:
“As a political scientist Elinor Ostrom's research methods differed from how most economists
work. Usually they start with a hypothesis, an assumption of reality, which is then put to the
test. Elinor Ostrom started with an actual reality instead. She gathered information through
field studies and then analyzed this material. In her book Governing the Commons from 1990,
she demonstrated how common property can be successfully managed by user associations
and that economic analysis can shed light on most forms of social organization. Her research
had great impact amongst political scientists and economists.”2
This first excerpt points toward a key element in Ostrom’s line of thought: an interest for a
grounded theory, starting from reality rather from some purely academic hypothesis and
scaling back up to frame a theory from empirical evidence. There is a direct departure from
the usual way to elaborate economic theory, and for that mere reason, Ostrom’s work would
have been valuable. But her contributions to the economy did not stop there. Again, quoting
the Nobel Prize committee, cited in a New York Times obituary: "research brought this topic
from the fringe to the forefront of scientific attention...by showing how common
resources—forests, fisheries, oil fields or grazing lands—can be managed successfully by the
people who use them rather than by governments or private companies"3. What can be
appreciated here is the core idea of Ostrom’s reasoning: challenging Gareth Hardin’s
demonstration that socially-based governance of Common Pool Resources (CPR) would
inevitably fail, leading to the complete depletion of said resources. What must also be
underline, is the fact that Ostrom tried to define a new modality for governing CPR: nor the
state nor private firms, but rather the communities of users themselves. In many ways,
Ostrom’s concepts are quite revolutionary and that may explain why here ideas seem to be
still quite obviated in economic teachings4. As regards the History of Economic Thought, one
would wonder how to address Ostrom’s contributions to the area. Our premises are that she
offered an epistemological disruption at three levels: first, a conceptual shift regarding the
conceptualization of ‘common goods, making them an object of both social and institutional
inscription, dimensions which were absent before. Second, from a methodological point of
view, by insisting on the importance of empirical research to then build stronger theories. And
third, from a more theoretical standpoint, by creating a new line of thought regarding both the
governance of CPR but also the way to address economic development issues, as many of
“It’s about time they gave the Nobel Prize in Economics to a woman - and they had to go outside economics to
do it !” in Rick K Wilson & Catherine C Eckel, 2013. "Elinor Ostrom: “A Magnificent and Irreplaceable
Treasure”," Southern Economic Journal, John Wiley & Sons, vol. 79(3), pages 486-495, January.
2
The quote is cited on Elinor Ostrom’s website, directly from the press release from the ‘Nobel’ Prize in
Economics, see: https://ostromworkshop.indiana.edu/about/nobelprize.html
3
Rampell, Catherine (June 13, 2012). "Elinor Ostrom, Winner of Nobel in Economics, Dies at 78". New York
Times.
4
For a complete version of Ostrom’s own presentation, the lecture she delivered upon receiving the ‘Nobel’
Prize was later published : Ostrom, E., “Beyond Markets and States: Polycentric Governance of Complex
Economic Systems.”American Economic Review 100(3) (June 2010): 641–72. The title of this article captures in
one sentence the full scope of Ostrom’s main conceptual frame.
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these are dependent on the management of natural resources. To sustain our view, we
underwent a revision of Ostrom’s theoretical path, looking at how she grounded her own ideas
into that of others and how her research constituted an autonomous body of concepts and
methods. We review Ostrom’s main publications, other primary sources as well as secondary
ones to try to build an integrated web of intellectual influences to situate Ostrom amid these.
We then applied Lakatos concept of ‘research program’ to determine whether Ostrom and her
set of key concepts could be identified as answering to Lakatos expected characteristics, and
we then referred to Kuhn’s concept of ‘community of researchers’ to further explore the
epistemological value of Ostrom’s ideas. We then decided to conduct a survey in order to
allow us getting a glimpse at the reality of Ostrom’s idea real impact, and to accomplish that
endeavor, we first opted for an exploratory method using a new tool developed at Sciences Po
Paris MediaLab, to identify a set of targets. We then conducted the interviews in a quite
adverse situation due to the Covid-19 pandemics which drastically reduced any possibilities to
usual face-to-face meetings. We could then conclude about the fundamental shifts Ostrom
allowed for and the imprint she left primarily on the field of development economics and
ecological economics as well, granting her a rightful place in the History of Economic
Thought.
Section 1 : The disciplinary matrix of Ostrom’s thought
The first question we tried to get straight was twofold. We wanted first to understand why
Ostrom decided to challenge Gareth Hardin famous The Tragedy of the Commons. We then
were curious as to where her loyalties lie with, in other words, to whom she owed an
intellectual debt of sort. The last question seemed to be more puzzling as there is a kind of
misunderstanding of Ostrom in Europe, at least in France. The confusion arose from the fact
that Governing the Commons criticized both state and market solutions. That led some people
to locate Ostrom as a ‘third way’ member, which meant, then, mostly a leftist perspective as
such ideas were commonly linked to political experiments like the ‘non-aligned countries’,
which encompassed some very leftist leaders, like former Yugoslavian Marshall Tito. In the
French context, ‘third way’ referred more often than not to a specific socialist way, of
Trotskyist inspiration to be true, so definitely on the left. At the same time, upon checking on
Ostrom’s biography, we discovered her important common past and that of her husband
Vincent with the hardly leftist Public Choice Theory through their implication in the Public
Choice Society. Following James M. Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, Vincent Ostrom was the
fourth president of the association (from 1967 to 1969). And Elinor would also be President
of the Public Choice Society from 1982 to 1984, same as Mancur Olson (1972-1974) and
Vernon Smith (1988-1990). From 1982 to 2012 She served as Board Member, and today one
of the three main awards given by the Society is named after her and Vincent (The Elinor and
Vincent Ostrom Prize). On top of that Ostrom has been awarded a ‘lifetime achievement
award’ from the Atlas Foundation, which is a US libertarian thinktank which can be located
on the left of the political panorama. How were we to reconcile such apparent contradictions?
The question was all the more necessary as Kuhn mentioned that one characteristic of a
paradigm is the presence of a ‘disciplinary matrix’5. So what is Elinor Ostrom’s disciplinary
matrix ?
It is first necessary to give a brief historical account of the existing developments in the
economy of environment prior to Ostrom’s works.
Kuhn, Thomas, The structure of scientific revolutions, University of Chicago Press, 1962 (1st Edition), 2012
(4th Edition).
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The first surge into existence of an economic analysis of Common Pool Resources can be
traced back to 1954 with the groping article of Scott Gordon The Economic Theory of a
common-property Ressource : The Fishery. In this seminal article, S. Gordon developed a first
economic modelisation of renewable resources exploitation which are in most cases Common
Property Resources (fishery, Game, forest, etc…). This first attempt at modelization permitted
him to make the case for the issue of managing common resources. That resource being free
of access, the economic rent obtained through its optimal exploitation permanently attracts
new users, until the income would just stop because of resource depletion. Profit
maximization achieved in the first place is thus not lasting as every new user takes advantage
of the resource without taking care of it nor of the others' use of it. As he put it:
“Common-property natural resources are free goods for the individual and scarce goods for
society. Under unregulated private exploitation, they can yield no rent; that can be
accomplished only by methods which make them private property or public (government)
property, in either case subject to a unified directing power.” 6
Nonetheless, Gordon’s conclusions on the use of Commons will be completely forgotten to
the benefit of Garrett Hardin article, The Tragedy of the Commons, published in Science in
1968. As we know it today, Hardin’s piece is often reduced to the canonical exemple it
presented, a tragedy of the commons as the eponym title stated. That is the example of a free
-accessed pasture where rational economic herders can let their cattle wander, a maximum of
it in order to maximize their profit7. That race to profits, which is happening in all
environmental common goods, inevitably leads to their overexploitation and ends up with
their utter destruction. The Tragedy is deemed to happen., as Hardin concludes: “Freedom in a
commons brings ruin to all’. Both Gordon and Hardin concluded their work by asserting the
necessity of transforming a common property into either a private or public property, but
rejected the mere idea that it could be maintained under a ‘common’ use.
At the end of the 70’s, and mosty starting from that conclusion, and most of the time, Hardin’s
one, a new movement appeared in the Economics of Environment. The new line of thought
would be given later the name of ‘Free Market Environmentalism’, sometimes also described
as ‘New Resource Economy’ following a key publication by Terry Anderson in 19828. The
core idea of this new perception of resource management can be summarized under the belief
that only market solutions were deemed best to solve environmental issues linked to CPR. No
main figure seems to incarnate that school of thought, but many researchers can be tied to it:
Gary Don Libecap, Bruce Yandle, Jonathan H. Adler, John Baden, Richard Stroup, Terry L.
Anderson or Peter J. Hill. Two main research centers are directly concerned by said line of
work: the Property and Environment Research Center (PERC), formerly known as Political
Economy Research Center, founded in 1980 by John Baden, Richard Stroup, Terry L.
6

Gordon, H. Scott, (1954), “The Economic Theory of a Common-Property Resource: The Fishery”, Journal of
Political Economy, vol. 62, pp124-142. The quotation is on p. 135. Available through:
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/ucpjpolec/v_3a62_3ay_3a1954_3ap_3a124.htm
7
"The tragedy of the commons develops in this way. Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each
herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the commons. (...) As a rational being, each herdsman
seeks to maximize his gain. (...) Adding together the component partial utilities, the rational herdsman concludes
that the only sensible course for him to pursue is to add another animal to his herd. And another; and another ...
But this is the conclusion reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is the
tragedy. (...) Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society
that believes in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.”
8
Anderson Terry L., “The New Resource Economics: Old Ideas and New Applications”, American Journal of
Agricultural Economics, Vol. 64, No. 5, (Dec. 1982), pp. 928-934.
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Anderson et Peter J. Hill9, and the Foundation for Research on Economics and the
Environment (FREE) created in 1985 by J. Baden alone10. Both centers are located at the
Montana State University, at Bozeman, the location of which is significant: first Montana has
always been quite relying on the exploitation of natural resources to make its economy run,
but it’s also a magnificent place filled with natural parks and thus, “common resources’. It
may have come as a natural place to inquire into said topics. A growing literature emerged
from both centers, mainly from two duos: Anderson and Hill, but also Stroup and Baden. One
noticeable element was the publication of a collective book, previous to the foundation of
both centers, coordinated by Baden and Hardin himself: Managing the Commons (1977).
What is particularly striking is the Baden, at the time of the first edition of this book was still
a graduate student and that he would later undergo his Ph.D. under the tutorship of both
Vincent and Elinor Ostrom11. It is also relevant to notice that Vincent Ostrom would be the
president of the Public Choice Society at the time of Baden presentation of his dissertation,
succeeding Buchanan and Tullock. In her own time, Elinor Ostrom would also preside over
this Society12. There lies one source of intellectual influence on Ostrom’s work: the Public
Choice.
We reviewed the three editions of Managing the Commons, to realize a critical
prosopographic study. By observing the variations between the editions in terms of author and
contributions, we managed to put to light some interesting evolutions. The first two editions
are of particular interest, the third maintained the content of the second.
First Edition (1977) Hardin & Baden
26 contributions (8 from Hardin)

Second Edition (1988) Baden & Noonan
17 contributions
Part 1: Discovering the commons
Part 1: Classic Tragedy of the Commons
What is he Tragedy of the Commons and Historical pieces about the Commons (text
how to modelize it: texts form Hardin, form Hardin and Gordon)
Lloyd, Musham An Algebraic theory of the
Commons (1973) and Anderson A model of
the Commons (1974)
Part 2: The growing awareness
Addressing the issue of overexploitation,
among which a text from Clark, The
Economics of overexploitation (1973) which
Ostrom will quote in her 1990 book.

Part 2: Developing theories of the
Commons
Most texts here present various theoretical
approaches to the issue of Commons.

A quick look at their institutional site is quite enlightening: https://www.perc.org/about-us
http://www.free-eco.org/about : the acronym itself is clear as to its intellectual affiliation.
11
The title of Baden's dissertation was: “The Management of Social Stability: A Political Ethnography of the
Hutterites of North America.” Source: Dekker, E. & Kuchař, P. (2021). The Ostrom Workshop: Artisanship and
Knowledge Commons. Revue d'économie politique, 131, 637-664. https://doi.org/10.3917/redp.314.0033. We are
very thankful to Erwin Dekker who kindly allowed us access to their article before it was published. It proved
very valuable to our own research.
12
Vincent presided over the Public Choice Society from 1967 to 1969; Elinor would preside it from 1982 to
1984. https://publicchoicesociety.org/about
9
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Part 3: Grappling with the Commons
What to do with the Commons issues: texts
from future FRE such as Baden, Stroup, Hill
and Anderson, but also a contribution by
Tullock and the two Ostrom.

Part 3: Organizing the Commons
The most ideological section with text
defending the sole market-based option as a
way-out for Commons issues.
Part 4: Conceptions of the Commons:
alternative perspectives
New topics such as the Internet or the
federal budget. Neoliberal identification.

Source: personal elaboration based on Managing the Commons (1st and 2d edition) and Weinstein Jay, (1978)13.

Two main observations can be made: Ostrom’s text disappeared from the second version, as
well as most contributions from Hardin, and the ideological orientation of the second edition
is clearly more neoliberal than the first. Baden’s influence seems to be one of the keys to
understanding the shift. Baden can be inscribed in what is now described as ‘mainstream’
economics. He is a member of the Mont Pelerin Society, which he was the Executive Director
over in 1988, the year Anderson presided the society. Both Hill and Stroup are also members
of the neoliberal think tank. In 2004, Baden and his FREE center hosted the annual meeting of
the Mont Pelerin Society at Montana State University. There is no need to remind of the
central role Mont Pelerin Society played into ushering a ‘new liberalism’ in both political
science and Economics14. All in all, the critical prosopography of Managing the Commons
allowed us to retrace the links between authors and economic thought schools.
Another set of influences can be traced back to some initial developments in the very early
stages of Ostrom’s work. Namely, the Public Choice school, especially The Calculus of
Consent, published by Tullock and Buchanan in 1962, the year Ostrom presented her
dissertation15.
That led us to elaborate the following graph:

13

Weinstein Jay, Managing the Commons by Garrett Hardin, John Baden, Technology and Culture, Vol. 19, No.
3 (Jul., 1978), pp. 589-592.
14
‘New liberalism’ is taken from an article by Busino Giovanni, « William Rappard, le libéralisme "nouveau" et
les origines de la "Mont-Pèlerin society" », Revue européenne des sciences sociales, t. 28, No. 88 (1990), pp.
205-216. Also available in Berthoud, G. & Giovanni, B. (2000). William Rappard, le libéralisme « nouveau » et
les origines de la « Mont-Pèlerin Society », in : G. Berthoud & G. Busino (Dir), Paroles reçues : Du bon usage
des sciences sociales (pp. 255-267). Genève, Suisse: Librairie Droz.
15
Locher Fabien, “Historicizing Elinor Ostrom: Urban Politics, International Development and Expertise in the
U.S. Context (1970-1990)”, 19 Theoretical inquiries in Law, 533-558 (2018), page 545.
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The intellectual affiliation between the New Resource Economy and neoliberalism can also be
traced thanks to the work of Canadian philosopher Maurice Lagueux16. According to this
author, Buchanan and Public Choice, as well as Ronald Coase, are inscribed within the
neoliberal frame. We already identified Public Choice as one of Ostrom’s references. That
does place her within the same frame, at least at the beginning of her career. But further
development of Ostrom’s ideas cannot fully be limited to the Public Choice current. If we are
to pay attention to Ostrom’s own words, other references did play a very influential part in her
reasoning.
Elinor Ostrom referred herself very directly to Game Theory acknowledging the subjacent
rational choice theory Ostrom deemed necessary to give account of individuals rational
behavior when managing common environmental good leads to success or failure.
Nevertheless, if Ostrom defends the fact individuals do show a form of rationality , she does
also consider the traditional conception of this notion to be insufficient, without making a
direct reference to either limited rationality or irrationality17. In the manner of a behaviorist
16

Lagueux Maurice, Le néolibéralisme comme programme de recherche et comme idéologie. In: Cahiers
d'économie politique, n°16-17, 1989. Le libéralisme économique. Interprétations et analyses, sous la direction de
Arnaud Berthoud et Roger Frydman. pp. 129-152. DOI : https://doi.org/10.3406/cep.1989.1080 Accessible on:
www.persee.fr/doc/cep_0154-8344_1989_num_16_1_1080
17

Tarko, Vlad, “Elinor Ostrom as Behavioral Economist” (November 30, 2020). Elinor Ostrom and the
Bloomington School: Building a New Approach to Policy and the Social Sciences (Agenda Publishing, 2021)
edited by Jayme Lemke and Vlad Tarko , Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3739912 or
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3739912
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economist , her works can be inscribed in a particular ramification of rational choice theory,
which differentiate her from any Public Choice, Environment or Development mainstream
economists. As she stated:
"The universal need for externally implemented incentives is based, however, on a single
model of rational behavior which presumes short-term, self-interested pursuit of material
outcomes as the only mode of behavior adopted by individuals. (...) Thus, it is necessary to
adopt a broader theory of human behavior which posits multiple types of individuals
including rational egoists as well as conditional cooperators and examines how the contexts
of collective action affect the mix of individuals involved."18
Ostrom would thus proved to use an ‘enriched’ version of traditional rationality theory,
characterized by behavior norms such as altruism, equity and loyalty :
"At least some individuals in social dilemma situations follow norms of behavior such as
those of reciprocity, fairness, and trustworthiness that lead them to take actions that are
directly contrary to those predicted by contemporary rational choice theory."19
Ostrom’s conception and use of Game Theory are thus anchored into these behavioral norms,
that she called ‘intrinsic preferences’, which offered a better resolution of ‘insurance game’,
that is a game with two Nash equilibriums, where the better one does correspond to the
cooperative solution.
“Intrinsic preferences lead some individual to be conditional cooperators – willing to
contribute to collective action as long as others also contribute. Intrinsic preferences
transform some dilemmas into assurance games where there are two equilibria and not just
one.”20
Nonetheless, the specificity of these ‘insurance games’ is that they don’t make it possible to
reach the optimal solution without confidence, which is even more true in the case of repeated
games. Therefore behavioral norms regarding trust are central in Ostrom’s thinking. For
example, if two farmers were to irrigate their lands with one only available source of water,
on days of drought, they would be compelled to repeat a game where they could either defect
or cooperate. If one would defect, the bond of trust initially favored will break down and
collective action would be compromised. On the contrary, the more they would cooperate, the
stronger the trust bond would become, impeding future defection. The repetitive character of
the games in which common goods evolve allows the creation of information about the trust
level that participants can give to others, which in the end favorises collective action by
choosing trusted partners.
However, the sole existence of an ‘insurance game’ is not enough by itself. Even if
individuals would favor collective action, that does not mean said action would succeed. If the
repetition of the games allows one to determine if participants are reliable or not, intrinsic
motivations need to be framed within a set of institutions. This point represents one of the
major rupture Ostrom operated from NRE, Gordon or Hardin’s perspectives, where the
18

Ostrom, E., “Crowding out Citizenship”. Scandinavian Political Studies, 2000, 23: 3-16, p.5
Ostrom, E., ibid., p.8.
20
Quotation from Ostrom cited in: Tarko, Vlad, “Elinor Ostrom as Behavioral Economist” (November 30,
2020). Elinor Ostrom and the Bloomington School: Building a New Approach to Policy and the Social Sciences
(Agenda Publishing, 2021) edited by Jayme Lemke and Vlad Tarko , Available at SSRN:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3739912 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3739912 , p.12.
19
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exploitation of common goods have the peculiarity to be viewed as an-institutional and
an-historic. All three authors or current of thought made the choice to put common property
and free-accessed goods in the same bag. That confusion had serious consequences as
common property is then taken for granted and leads to an ‘all is allowed’ use. Under such
conditions, trust bonds are non-existent between users and the only strategy possible is
defection, which makes collection action not only impossible, but inconceivable. Ostrom
analysis goes completely the opposite way: common resources are governed, and that
governance is a set of complex institutional arrangements made to share the rights of use. The
institutions are aimed at protecting the participants/users of the common goods in
consideration from eventual free riders as well as untrustworthy users21.
In order to achieve that purpose, individuals, armed with a will to collective action, must
decide to create and implement rules they all understand and perceive as legitimate. Thus,
through the creation of institutions, the participants will be able to change the structure of the
game in such a manner that the only available solution will be cooperation. According to
Ostrom, individuals here will act as both rational actors and “rule governed”22, meaning that
they will abide by the rules and find it difficult to abandon them. Ostrom dedicated a good
portion of her research time and empirical field work to finding out what could these rules be,
and she identified hundreds of them23. In all cases, for these rules to be of any use to the
governed individuals, the latter need to see them as legitimate, which require a trust bond
between group members and a good intra group communication. The necessity to combine
such social values with institutions to ensure a better social and economic functioning is not
far from what Adam Smith exposed in the Treaty on Moral sentiments (1759).
If rules are thus of high relevance, the whole question of guaranteeing efficient development
to communities concerned by the use of common goods can be reduced to understanding what
kind of rules are more efficient than others. That research question led Ostrom to a second key
turn in her intellectual journey : by taking on an inductive approach, rather than a classical
deductive one, she chose a disruptive position. To operate this, she studied hundreds of
empirical cases of common goods usages and communities to determine why institutions
failed here when they succeeded there. That research, which points toward a ‘grounded
theory’ perspective, led her to formulate an emblematic tool of her paradigm: the ‘Design
Principles’.
These ‘Design Principles’ are the result of examples analysed from diverse countries, of
differentiated levels of development and cultural bases: Switzerland, Japan, Spain, Turkey, Sri
Lanka , The Philippines, and so on. The variety ensured Ostrom that what she could take from
these empirical studies would have some relevant application. She evidenced 8 core
21

“intrinsic motivation needs to be backed up by institutions that enable those motivated to solve problems while
protecting them from free riders and untrustworthy partners” Vlad Tarko (2020), op. cité, p. 18.
22
"Human action ... is both rule-governed and rational", Ostrom quoted in Vlad Tarko (2020), op. cit., p.23.
Vlad Tarko underlines Ostrom keenness to not necessarily oppose both things, but rather to realize a synthesis
given that rules do not come from any State or legal authority but are made by the community itself, then from
the rational individuals who will willingly submit to them later on.
23
"For example, we have identified 27 different types of boundary rules used by self-organized resource regimes
(for specifics, see Ostrom 1999a). Many of these rules enhance the likelihood that individuals know each other
and will be engaged with one another over the long term. In other words, the endogenously designed rules
enhance the conditions needed to solve collective-action problems. We have also identified over 100 authority
rules used to allocate the right of resource users to the flow from a resource system (ibid.). Ostrom, E.,
“Crowding out Citizenship”, Scandinavian Political Studies, 2000, N°23, p. 12.
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Principles, which can be divided into three categories. The first is relative to the definition of
rules of resource exploitation and their legitimacy. The second is concerned about governance
issues and differends settlement mechanisms. The last, apparently slightly less important, is
about principles regarding administrative -that is local and state levels- recognition of
community rules and the issue related to the size of the Common. The following table shows
the description of the 8 Design Principles as Ostrom exposed them in Governing the
Commons in 1990.
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Is is equipped with these ‘Design Principles’ that Ostrom established the link between the
theory, illustrated maybe by the IAD framework, and reality, enabling people around the
world to look for elements to formulate robust institutions allowing collective action.
Nonetheless, that emblematic element of her paradigm is not set into stone. As Ostrom herself
asserted more than once, the DP are not a universal recipe for success, nor a model to be
applied without thought. That is why the concept of DP is a working concept or maybe a
‘concept in progress’: it can be enriched, modified, adapted. So is the meaning of more recent
works, like the one from Cox, M., G. Arnold, and S. Villamayor Tomás (2010), or to recreate
them so to say, if we were to follow Foster & Iaione (2018) as long as it is grounded with the
same inductive methodology as when the Commons were studied by Ostrom herself and her
team. It’s also the same regarding what is designed as the ‘New Commons’ (Cultural
Commons, Knowledge Commons, Urban Commons, …). These constant renewals of the DP
are directly due to their inductive characteristics: they can’t be universalised. That may be
considered as a kind of limit as one would think of a paradigm as something rather robust to
not suffer any modification without the risk of erasure or collapse. Actually that may prove
Ostrom’s DPs strength: their adaptability allows them to be used in a lot of very diverse
situations, and that contributes to their diffusion in the scientific community, ensuring the
perpetuation of the disruption introduced in environment economics and development
economics.
Section 2: Toward the constitution of a paradigm
The second element Kuhn offers to understanding the constitution of a ‘paradigm’ is the
existence of a ‘scientific community’, presented in his book The Essential Tension (1977)24.
The disciplinary matrix could not exist if not for the diversity of researchers who would
embark on the journey to explore said matrix applied to the initial topic, and then extend it to
others. With time passing, a net will appear, with ramifications corresponding to sub-fields,
diversification of topics, etc. The community will also be put in existence by the creation of
specific publications, associations, conferences, and eventually end up by academic
recognition in the form of universities positions, a specific section within national or
international professional association, and even a number in the JEL classification.
The creation, by Vincent and Elinor, of their famous ‘Workshop in Political Theory and
Policy Analysis’ at the University of Indiana, in 1973, had the primarily objective to defend
the Public Choice perspective25. Hostility was strong against their initiative, as Ostrom would
later recall26. The Workshop would function as a real research center, or, to use Bruno
Latour’s expression : “a center of calculation”27.
24

Kuhn, Thomas, The Essential Tension, University of Chicago Press, 1977.
“The Workshop was founded by E. and V. Ostrom in 1973 as an independent research unit in Indiana
University’s Political Science Department. The Ostroms’ objective was to promote public choice approaches in
the analysis of public and governmental decision-making arrangements.” quoted in Locher Fabien, 2018, op.cit.
(Emphasise is ours)
26
See Ostrom’s statement about this point in Clark Sara Catherine , Elinor Ostrom: A Biography of
Interdisciplinary Life, Ph.D. dissertation in philosophy, Indiana University, 2019, p. 89.
27
“ The vast police study was decisive in turning the Workshop into what Bruno Latour called a “center of
calculation”: a place gathering and accumulating a great number of “inscriptions”, whose processing produces
both the formulation of theoretical discourses and social legitimization of these discourses as “scientific
statements”.” in Locher Fabien (2018), op. cit.
25
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Kuchar and Dekker undertook a complete reconstruction of the historical path of the
Workshop, taken as an ‘epistemic community’ and, as Locher came to realize too, came to the
conclusion that, after the first years were characterized by academic hostility and financial
issues, it then managed to achieve financial autonomy28 . The first success came at the
beginning of the 80’s29. This first key period in the institutionalization process is also the one
where Elinor Ostrom got the ‘department chair’, from 1980 to 1984, in the Political Science
Department. That position allowed her to recruit some researchers, who would investigate
topics aligned with those of the Workshop, like Roberta Herzberg, who later led shared
seminars with Ostrom on institutional arrangements. Once again tensions were still present
within the department and the Workshop line of research was deemed not valuable by some
members of the faculty. That first period, influenced by a lot of interdisciplinary work, was
followed by the true climax in the 1990’s and 2000’s decades, as is shown by multiple
indicators like the number of Ph.D. students and researchers attached to the Workshop, but
also in terms of infrastructure, or the quantity of papers published by the central figure Elinor
Ostrom came to be.
As regards infrastructure, Kuchar and Dekker report that the Workshop morphed itself from a
set of conference rooms and seminars, some offices and a library in 1983, into a complex of 3
more buildings 20 years later to give space for invited guests, employees and graduate
students.30 That spatial extension inside the University of Indiana at Bloomington was directly
related to the growing activities the Workshop was home to. That can be observed by the rise
in the number of guest researchers, totalising 365 since its creation as shown in the table
below.31 :

28

“Initially the Workshop was mostly funded through funds from within the University supplemented by grant
money from the NSF (Levi, 2010). This changed in 1984 when the Workshop managed to establish the
Tocqueville Endowment which was mostly filled by donations from those directly associated with the Workshop
(Tierney, 1994)”. Dekker, E. & Kuchař, P. (2021). The Ostrom Workshop: Artisanship and Knowledge
Commons. Revue d'économie politique, 131, 637-664. https://doi.org/10.3917/redp.314.0033, p.8.
29
“During the mid-1980s there was a growing realization that the Workshop had become a scholarly center with
its own reputation and research agenda.” p.7 Ibidem.
30
“In 1983, the former fraternity house would provide “conference and seminar rooms, production facilities,
library, and numerous individual studies for visiting scholars” (V. Ostrom et al., 1992). The main building is now
surrounded by three other buildings which “house visiting scholars, graduate students and Workshop staff”
(Jagger et al., 2009, p. 13)”, Dekker and Kuchar, op. cit., p.18.
31
As of today, 16
guest scholars in 2021,
244 between 1973 and 2010.
https://ostromworkshop.indiana.edu/people/past-visiting-scholars-pre-2010.html
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As of today, affiliated scholars to the Workshop rose, after the Nobel award, from around 30
in 2009 to 91 for those from Indiana University and 176 external scholars32! The ‘Nobel
effect’ did work perfectly, but all this is a real contribution to Ostrom’s legacy.
The same constatation goes for affiliated Ph.D. students, whose numbers rose slowly but
steadily and ensure both the Workshop and the paradigm it stands for,a bright future as the
academic capacity of such future researchers or practicians contributes to the dissemination of
Ostrom’s methods and ideas. As can be noticed from the graphic below, taken from the work
of Dekker and Kuchar, from barely 20 Ph.D. presentations in the 70’s and 80’s, the number of
presentations went to around 30 in the 90’s to reach a peak of around 50 presentations in the
first decade of the 21st century before declining33 34.

What is also noticeable is the academic evolution in the Workshop interests and economic
analysis. If the beginnings were focused on Public Choice theory, as we mentioned, it changed
in the 80’s. Two reasons may explain the shift. The first is a methodological one: Ostrom
“In 2009, the Workshop-affiliated faculty consisted of 30 members out of whom only two (Blomquist and
Parks) were Workshop alumni.” Dekker, Erwin & Kuchar, Pavel. (2020). The Ostrom Workshop: Artisanship
and Knowledge Commons, and https://ostromworkshop.indiana.edu/people/affiliated-faculty/index.html.
33
We are particularly thankful to Erwin Dekker and Pavel Kuchar who very kindly gave us access to their
publication and data before it was published in the Revue d’Economie Politique. We used a pre-publication
version, available : https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340999498.
34
Erwin Decker & Pavel Kuchar’s data on that matter stopped in 2012, which did not allow us to go on
commenting on the possible graph including more recent years, especially after Ostrom’s death. .
32
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came to realize that research was too fragmented in the US. When Ostrom joined the National
Research Council Committee on the Commons, she was determined to avoid the silo effects
on knowledge such fragmentation could produce, and tasked the Workshop to undertake an
extensive review of existing cases :
“Dramatic incidents of overharvested resources had captured widespread attention, while
studies by anthropologists, economic historians, engineers, historians, philosophers, and
political scientists of local governance of smaller- to medium-scale common-pool resources
over long periods of time were not noticed by many theorists and public officials (see Netting
1972; McCay and Acheson 1987; Coward 1980). Cumulation of the knowledge contained in
these studies did not occur, due to the fact that the studies were written by scholars in diverse
disciplines focusing on different types of resources located in many countries. (...) The NRC
committee brought scholars from multiple disciplines together and used the IAD framework in
an effort to begin to identify common variables in cases where users had organized or failed
to organize (Oakerson 1986; NRC 1986)”35
As french economist Benjamin Coriat documented in his presentation and following
considerations around Ostrom’s Nobel Lecture, quoting from Ostrom’s own biographical
introduction for the Nobel Prize ceremony:
“The logic of our Workshop has always been that there would be a variety of scholars across
economics, political science, and other disciplines who worked together trying to understand
how institutional arrangements in a diverse set of ecological and social economic political
settings affected behavior and outcomes.”36
In her presentation of her own career, Ostrom would stress out the same plague she observed
throughout the US academia and that her participation to the NRC committee on Commons
helped to overcome, with the cooperation of the Workshop :
“Participating in the NRC committee, and seeing the immense amount of research that had
been done but not synthesized, taught me a major lesson. The way we organize the modern
American university fragments our knowledge badly. Not only are we divided by discipline,
but we are divided by the methods that scholars use.”37
If one of Ostrom’s challenges was to prove Hardin wrong because he had been blind to the
fact the Commons could be governed by communities, avoiding the ‘Tragedy’, another central
reason for her endeavours was to overcome the fragmentation of the research community she
had noticed. Truth be told, the Workshop had in the meantime developed its own identity,
with some favored topics such as security (Police departments first, now the Internet
governance), environmental issues (resources and then more widely CPR), analytical
developments (from the theory of polycentricity to theoretical frames on Commons analysis)
Ostrom, E., “Beyond Markets and States: polycentric governance in complex economic systems”,
Nobel Prize lecture, 08/12/2009, Stockholm, revised edition by Ostrom, p. 417,
available :
https://www.nobelprize.org/uploads/2018/06/ostrom_lecture.pdf
36
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/economic-sciences/2009/ostrom/biographical/ See in french the recent
publication by Coriat, Benjamin, Elinor Ostrom, Discours de Stockholm. En réception du Nobel d'économie
2009, Caen, C&F Editions, coll. « Interventions », 2020, préf. Benjamin Coriat, trad. Jay Demazière et Hervé le
Crosnier.
37
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/economic-sciences/2009/ostrom/biographical/
35
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and a specific methodological approach, based on interdisciplinarity, empirical studies and
inductives perspectives. After 15 years studying topics which largely differed from Commons,
and having gained recognition in her stature as an academic through the emergence of a
‘scientific community’ at the Workshop, Elinor Ostrom decided to go back to the topic she
had begun her ‘journey’ with. One look at the Dissertations presented at the Workshop is
eloquent: if some of them already bear the mark of institutional arrangements relative to
common goods, it’s not before the 80’s and the beginning of the 90’s that such topics are on
the rise38. That surge was linked to some research work within the Workshop in cooperation
with the FAO on Forestry and governance, and the newly created IFRI (International Forestry
Resources and Institutions), about which Ostrom would comment that the program was
directly inspired by the Workshop philosophy39. The 1990’s are the turning point in Ostrom
influence net: in 1986 she co-founded the IASC (The International Association for the Study
of the Commons). In 1996, the CIPEC (The Center for the Study of Institutions, Population,
and Environmental Change), was founded at Arizona University, but partially located too at
Bloomington, by Elinor Ostrom and Emilio Morane40 (American anthropologist, professor at
the University of Michigan and emeritus at Indiana University), led by Elinor and Catherine
Tucker from Arizona University. The collaboration between the two had begun in the early
90’s on a project financed by USAID about the management of forests by local communities
in Mexico. Clark stated in her dissertation about Ostrom that the latter was a real mentor the
Tucker41.
All these centers would become partners and/or funders of the project on Forests in
cooperation with major international institutions like the FAO, the World Bank, the UNDP or
the USAID. This way the Workshop, and with it, Elinor Ostorm, could export both their
interdisciplinary methods and their theoretical frame on institutional arrangements:
“We are really an interdisciplinary program that blends social science and biology, ecology
and forestry very effectively. (...) IFRI is unique among efforts to study forests as it is the only
interdisciplinary long-term monitoring and research program studying forests owned by
governments, by private organisations and by multiple communities around the world.”42
They contributed to create an international cooperative web of experts from a vast array of
countries (Bolivia, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Kenya, …) where
local research centers received support or got created, and the Workshop organized training
sessions, particularly on gathering data. The protocols developed during such projects could

As early as 1976; the Ph.D. dissertation of James T. Thomson “Law, Legal Process and Development at the
Local Level in Haus-Speaking Niger: A Trouble Case Analysis of Rural Institutional Inertia.” is a good example.
In 1987, the dissertation of William Blomquist soutenu en 1987 et intitulé “Getting Out of the Trap: Changing an
Endangered Commons to a Managed Commons.” articulates the focus in a new manner.
39
Quoted by Coriat, Benjamin, Elinor Ostrom ..., 2020, op.cit.
40
“With Emilio Moran, Lin founded and co-directed the Center for the Study of Institutions, Population, and
Environmental Change (CIPEC) in 1996 as a two-campus center located at Indiana University and at University
of Arizona.” Clark, Sara Catherine, Elinor Ostrom: A Biography of Interdisciplinary Life, Ph.D. dissertation in
philosophy, University of Indiana, 2019.
41
“Like she did for many young female scholars, Lin mentored Catherine.” (Clark, ibid.)
42
Elinor Ostrom’s speech at the 3rd Forest Day on December, 13th 2019, available:
https://www.cifor.org/publications/pdf_files/cop/cop15/ostrom-speech.pdf
38
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later be ‘exported’ to other countries. So did happen with the cooperation between Ostrom
and Catherine Tucker in Mexico, which would be expanded to Central and South America 43.
In that sense, as french historian Fabien Locher concluded, the Workshop could be considered
as a ‘new center’ for the study of Commons in the US :
“This situation, together with E. Ostrom’s intellectual and personal authority, contributed to
making the Workshop the new center of “common property resource” studies in the U.S. This
was reinforced by the comparative study invitation program of the Bloomington seminar,
which attracted international scholars year after year.”44
A whole set of international seminars took place at the Workshop, and under the umbrella of
the IASC, which contributed to further extend Ostrom’s influence and led to the establishment
of academic relations and exchanges with academics and researchers around the world. So
was the case in France with the GREEN laboratory in the CIRAD center in Montpellier, the
french reference center for development research, which began to work with the Workshop in
1993. To illustrate the nature of these relationships, let’s just add that one of the last trips
Ostrom would make abroad was her 4 days stay in France, in June 2011, where she delivered
six speeches and received an honoris causa Ph.D. from the University of Montpellier 145.
To highlight Ostrom’s degree of influence, and that of the paradigm she contributed to create
and disseminate, one could turn to an evaluation of the number of publications. That is the
work fantastically done by Marianne Johnson, Professor of Economics at the University of
Wisconsin at Oshkosh. We had the opportunity to present a conference she gave for the
Epistemology of Economics Circle under the supervision of Annie Cot at Paris 1
Panthéon-Sorbonne in November 2020, titled “Elinor Ostrom on Working Together”46.
Among many graphics on Ostrom’s publications, co-publishing and a lot of very interesting
elements of her career, Johnson presented a table analysing Ostrom h-index in comparison to
that of other ‘Nobel’ Laureate in Economics, some more than 20 years before her.

43

“International Forestry Resources and Institutions (IFRI) protocols that developed standardized measures of
forest density, tree frequency, and dominance of tree species. These protocols were later used all across Central
and South America” (Clark, 2019, op. cit. pp. 125-27).
44
Fabien Locher, “Historicizing Elinor Ostrom: Urban Politics, International Development and Expertise in the
U.S. Context (1970-1990)”, 19 Theoretical inquiries in Law, 533 (2018) p.554
45
CIRAD scientists François Bousquet and Martine Antona, would later coordinate the publication of texts
relating Ostrom’s speeches and exchanges with the various crowds who attended her communications in
Montpellier and Paris, and their own appreciation of Ostrom’s theoretical contribution: Bousquet, F., Antona, M.,
Une Troisième voie entre l'État et le marché: Échanges avec Elinor Ostrom, 2017, Ed. Quae.
46
We warmly thank Marianne Johnson who so kindly gave us access to the visual elements of her
communication but also to the not-yet-published pre-version of the corresponding paper. Both were of great help
for us and the table presented in our paper is taken from those documents. Since then the paper has been
published: Johnson, Marianne, “Elinor Ostrom: Case Studies, Academic Careers, and a Nobel Prize”, (May 17,
2021). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3848128 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3848128
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What the table shows is that Ostrom is more referred to than many of these male Nobel
colleagues. Even if the h-index is sometimes disputed as a relevant tool to measure academic
influence, the mere fact that Ostrom seems to be more referred to is an indication of the
success of her paradigm and worth paying more attention than it has received within the
Economics community.
Ostrom and the Economy of Development
The large success encountered by Ostrom and the ‘scientific community’ that goes with her
paradigm deserves full recognition. But when it turns to focusing on development economics,
there is a caveat to be done, due to the pre-existence of some important research in the area,
specifically from anthropologists, who still tend to be ignored.The questioning the Workshop
would take on had been preceded by some authors who, too, would criticize The Tragedy of
the Commons and the malthusian-liberal foundation it lie upon. These critics crystallized in a
particular moment and would develop alternatives proposals: the environmental crisis in the
Sahel at the end of the 60’s and beginning of the 70’s, severe droughts which lasted for years
and led to massive famines. The United States were concerned in their attempts to stabilize
the region and to avoid any further extension of communist regimes, as was the case during
the Cold War period. The Sahel became a new field of experiments led by USAID which
managed many development projects. In 1973, the USAID called on the MIT for its capacities
in modelizing social and economic systems, as had been illustrated by the publication, in
1972, of the famous Limits to Growth report. The results of the MIT study were that droughts
phenomenon and food crisis were not the consequence of an exogenous choc like extreme dry
season but rather the effect of an endogenous process comparable to that of the hardinina
17

Tragedy of the Commons. The idea was not new, being present in the Club of Rome Report
(1972). However, Michael Horowitz, an anthropologist employed by USAID too, rose to
contradict such statements, much in the same way that other anthropologists had risen against
Hardin’s views. Their critics all concerned a lack of historical base and the absence of any
institutional consideration in the proposed analysis. To Horowitz, who had specialised in
pastoral practices in the Sahel, MIT’s interpretation was too caricatural and largely ignored
the realities lived in the field, exactly as Hardin had overview the reality of Commons uses by
real users.
To these critics, the common property of pastures in the Sahel had nothing to be blamed for,
but on the contrary, the destruction of secular practices of the autochthonous tribes following
colonisation, and all the aids distributed without much thought as well as practices deemed
‘modern’ but imposed from the outside without taking into account if and how the local
people who really make good use of it. Ancient practices formed a complex set of rules,
perfectly suited for the collective and sustainable exploitation of these pastures. There was no
such thing as a free-access situation as the one theorized by Hardin or the Free Market
Environmentalists, oblivious to governance issues. The real experts were actually the sahelian
herders, sedentarized by force and deprived of their traditional tools and practices by the new
‘modern’ and ‘rational’ techniques imposed upon them. According to Horowitz and some
other specialists of african pastoralism, it seemed rather evident that development programs
and policies should have come from these very communities they pretended to serve, who
were in the end the victims of the crisis, instead of being forced on them from above. As one
can easily note here, that line of reasoning sounds very much like ‘Ostrom before Ostrom’.
French historian Fabien Locher has called the case “community management paradigm”, a
paradigm which would later extend further than Africa:
“This rise of the “community management paradigm” during the 1970s was not restricted to
pastoralism and Africa.”47
The very notion of ‘modernizing’ a country was put into question. The idea was more to help
create systems in concordance with the socio-cultural substructure of producers’ communities
to allow for better yields and more sustainable practices. Common goods were thus not seen
as free-access goods doomed to perish but well-adapted structures supported by secular
institutions correlated to agricultural practices and the environment. There again the question
was not any longer to turn to private property rights or to state management, as Hardin
offered. This new emerging paradigm pointed towards a ‘third way’, based on the possibility
of collective action.
That explains why the World Bank decided to reconsider its development programs in 1973,
as exposed in its president speech in Nairobi. However the workshop of african pastoralism
founded by Horowitz would not achieve the institutionalization of its paradigm, thus failing in
disrupting development policies, contrary to what Ostrom’s Commons paradigm succeeded .
Young scholars, particularly in political science, would not emerge before the 80’s to renew
the field of research around concepts such as institutional dynamics and the management of
‘Common Property Resources’. This new research group, comprising Mc Kean48, David

47

Fabien Locher, “Third World Pastures. The Historical Roots of the Commons Paradigm (1965-1990)”,
Quaderni Storici, 2016/1, april 2016, pp. 303-333. The mentioned quotation is p.313.
48
At that time she had no relations with Ostrom but would later work with her quite closely, on matters such as
common goods governance. She was a co-founder of the IASC, along with Kenny, Ostrom and others.
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Fenny, Donald Oakerson or James Thomson49,will appear in the 80’s thanks to the
cooperation between these young scholars and some development experts in institutions such
as USAID or BOSTID. That is this group who will help give birth to the idea of an
international network of scholars and specials in common resources analysis, the ‘Common
Propert50y Network’, created between 1984 and 198551, a community who will soon have its
own quarterly journal in 1986, the ‘Common Property Resource Digest’. It gathered many
thousands of people, among them Horowitz, Hardin and Elinor Ostrom.
That is precisely the moment Elinor would begin to renew her interest into common
resources, 20 years after her own Ph.D. on the management of water basins in California.
Upon seizing this opportunity, Ostrom implief herself very deeply in the network as in the
USAID, and soon came to be a central figure of the movement, thanks in particular to the
quality of the tools and analytical frames she brought in, Governing the Commons being an
epitome of it. We should also not forget the influence of the IAD frame the Workshop
elaborated in the middle of the 80’s, timely fit to meet the needs of such a community. At the
end of the 82’s Ostrom took the steer of the panel, which would eventually morphed in 1989
to be renamed as the International Association for the Study of Common Property (IASCP)52
and a companion journal, “The International Journal of the Commons”, which conferred the
network with institutional tools. dotant ainsi le réseau d’outils institutionnels.
Section 3: An inquiry into Ostrom’s legacy in development economics
Having shown what establishes Ostrom’s ideas as a paradigm, we wanted to make sure that
disruption led to real effects, not just on the theoretical level but also in reality. It seemed all
the more important considering Ostrom’s methodology to put attention on empirical cases as
well as the fact her ideas, and particularly the famous ‘Design Principles’ (DP) exposed in
Governing the Commons (1990), were meant to be of practical use. We were then keen on
verifying the use of Ostrom’s DP in development programs. To undergo such a task we
determined it was relevant to focus on international programs, because of Ostrom’s work and
scope of real case studies, and to identify international institutions or NGO who would either
make reference to Ostrom’s DP or implement programs directly based on said DP. That
starting point was all the more justified by the fact Elinor herself collaborated with many
many prominent institutions such as the World Bank, the IMF, the FAO, the IUCN, to mention
just a few.

49

Thanks to the data provided by Dekker and Kuchar, the latter two, Thomson and Oakerson have done their
Ph.Ds at the Workshop, respectively in 1976 and 1978.
50
Ostrom often referred herself to a text published in 1982 with Kiser as the first step that would lead her to
formulate the IAD frame. See: Kiser, L.L., Ostrom, E., “The Three Worlds of Action. A Metatheoretical
Synthesis of Institutional Approaches”, in Ostrom E, Strategies of Political Inquiry. 1982, Sage Publication, pp
179-222.
51
“Within months BOSTID’s contacts and institutional clout had produced a Common Property Network.
Gritzner targeted not only all those in the social sciences who might be interested in these questions, but also
senior officials at FAO, UNESCO, USAID, IUCN and the World Bank. By June 1987, the network had 1,100
members, including Michael Horowitz, Robert Netting, Omar Draz, and even Garrett Hardin.” p.324 Fabien
Locher, « Third World Pastures. The Historical Roots of the Commons Paradigm (1965-1990) », Quaderni
Storici, 2016/1, avril 2016, pp. 303-333.
52
Known as of today as the International Association for the Study of Commons (IASC). The change of name is
due to the ramification of subfield around ‘new commons’, which has few to share with natural resources or
material common property.
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To do this, we used an exploratory tool, developed by Sciences Po Paris MediaLab, called
Hyphe53. That software allows you to do ‘webcrawling’. The Internet being a fantastic source
of data, it is nowadays a field of research, particularly useful when it turns to references or
publications indexation. But to ask references or to check upon a set of publications directly
to common web routers would be time-consuming and could also lead to data being
overviewed. The webcrawling is undertaken by a robot which indexes a set of sources the
researcher decides to explore. It starts with an initial list of sources (a newspaper page, a
publication site, the presentation site of a lab center or an NGO, and so on): the robot explores
all the given pages and follows up all the links that are present on the publication. For
example, a mention of Ostrom’s work in a webpresentation from a NGO may take the robot to
a link to another publication stated in the article, or to the website of another NGO mentioned
in the article.
The software goes to all these other pages, index them, and further explore the new indexed
sites. The iteration of this data exploitation is determined by the researcher, and corresponds
to what is called the ‘depth’ of the requested exploration. The deeper the exploration, the
more you get indexed sites or pages linked to the investigated topic. The main difficulty in the
use of such software lies with two elements: one has to carefully select the initial sites, as they
will determine the variety and scope of the research. In our case, we decided to select 5 initial
pages ranging from national newspapers to academic publications and Ostrom’s website.
After three iterations, we added two more sites, with the FAO webpage on governance and the
IUCN / CEESP webpage to extend the scope of our initial exploration. The second problem
that arises is due to the variety of new pages indexed by the robot upon finding a new set of
pages/sites. The fact is that any element present on the page, which offer a future possible
exploration is indexed. An advertisement site can thus be indexes as a link to an academic
publication. There is a need to clean the list proposed by the robot once it has finished its
exploration cycle, which requires data curation. It is a long and tedious task that requires to
keep or eliminate the proposed links so that the next exploration cycle will be efficient and
relevant. The researcher has to check every link : some are easy to select or reject, others
require a direct verification. To add to this, the exploration cycle can take a few minutes,
hours or days one it is launched. It’s up to the researcher to stop at any moment the crawl. The
moment you decide this can be determined either by a decreasing return of new sites/links, or
simply because you estimate having gathered enough data to go to the statistical phase.
Hyphe emits a report, with a graph that presents the main findings, the sites where the
presence of the investigated topic has been detected being shown as nodes, but it just gives
out an image, one can’t infer from that visual presentation anything more than the fact the
topic (here Ostrom’s Design Principles) is present. One can not say whether the topic is fully
developed or merely mentioned, if the author is Ostrom herself or if someone else wrote about
her. To publish it, you need to transfer the Hype graph to a graph publisher (such as Gephy for
example). To summarize, we could obtain the following mapping, where nodes and links are
apparent.
For a general presentation of Hyphe, see: Ooghe, Benjamin, Mathieu Jacomy, Paul Girard and Guillaume
Plique, 2018, Hyperlink is not dead!, WS.2 2018, International conference on Web Studies, Paris, France —
October 03 - 05, 2018. Association for Computing Machinery. About its use in Social Sciences, see: Jacomy,
Mathieu, Paul Girard, Benjamin Ooghe and Tommaso Venturini, 2016, "Hyphe, a Curation-Oriented Approach
to Web Crawling for the Social Sciences." Poster presented at International AAAI Conference on Web and Social
Media, Köln, GERMANY, May 18-20.
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One can observe various constellations of nodes and links, which can be grouped into four
categories: general and specialized press (south and center) like Sciencemag, the Washington
Post, the Guardian, The New York Times; french academic centres are on the right of the
graph (few located in the green circle) with the CNRS, the EHESS, NGO (quite few too, in
the blue ), and international institutions (red square) like the World Bank, the FAO, the WHO,
the UNDP and some others. On the northwest side too, the presence of some actors from
Ostrom’s institutional network like the CIFOR, IFRI or Indiana University.
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As it is noticeable, international institutions turned out to be quite strong in terms of relative
presence (the size of the nodes show the statistical relevance of site iteration), so that is why,
along with the fact Ostrom did publish some important studies with some of these, we opted
to focus primarily on the FAO. Moreover the essential work the FAO is doing around the
world seemed a good choice as to the implementation of Ostrom’s DP into programs with
relevant development economics considerations. As soon as 1992 Ostrom worked with th
IFRI on forestries, which paved way to the publishing in 1995 in collaboration with Margaret
McKean of the introducing article of the number 180 edition of the FAO publication,
Unasylva, titled ‘Common Property forest resource management’54. Still with McKean and
Clark Gibson, Ostrom would lead the coordination of a 1998 publication by the Forestry
department of the FAO as part of the ‘Forests, Trees and People Program’55. Following the
same program, J.E.M. published the same year 1998 a working paper titled ‘Management
forests as common property’ in which he gives extensive recognition and thanks to Ostrom’s
work and inspiration. The next year the 199th issue of Unasylva “Decentralization and power
transfer in forestry’ has also made numerous references to polycentrism and, accordingly, to
Vincent and Elinor Ostrom. The text would be later published with others in a french
academic review56. In 2003, Elinor Ostrom participated with Clark Gibson at the 12th World
Forestry Congress, submitting a memoir gathering results from her research at the IFRI. If all
these above-mentioned publications are the only one directly related to the FAO, it has to be
underlined that Ostrom kept being frequently quoted and referred to in many following FAO
publications and internal documents. For example, she is, and so are the ‘Design Principles’
explicitly mentioned in a 2011 document aimed at inspiring governmental leaders in their
forest tenures reforms. So is the case in the FAO 2017 “Voluntary Guidelines on the
Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests in the Context of National
Food Security”57. More recently, Ostrom has been clearly quoted by FAO experts during the
2d ‘Arab Land Conference’ which took place at Cairo, Egypt, from February the 22d to the
24th, particularly during the session dedicated to the governance of water systems58. Another
good example of the pervasiveness of Ostrom’s concepts can be highlighted upon consulting
documents from the FAO, where terms and concepts such as ‘institutional arrangements’
‘governance’ ‘community-based approaches’ ‘local rights’ ‘customary rights’ and so on are
mentioned although Ostrom’s name would not appear directly. One illustration of this can be

Ostrom, E., McKean, Margaret, “Common property forest resource management : An international journal of
forestry and forest industries” -Unasylva N°180, Vol. 46 - 1995/1.
55
Forests, Trees and People Programme - Forestry Department Working Paper, No. 3, 1998.
56
A. Fernández-González et B. Aylward, “Participation, pluralisme et polycentrisme: réflexions sur
l'aménagement des bassins versants au Costa Rica”, Revue internationale des forêts et des industries forestières,
Vol. 50, 1999/4.
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“Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests in the Context
of National Food Security”, http://www.fao.org/nr/tenure/voluntary-guidelines/en/
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Technical Session 4 : Land management in time of crisis Title : Understanding water governance and tenure for
addressing water scarcity and advancing climate resilience. The text of the presentation by Dubravka Bojic,
Sofia Espinosa Flor, Stephen Hodgson, Benjamin Kiersch, Domitille Vallee can be found at :
https://arabstates.gltn.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/TechnicalSession4b_Water-governance_Bojic_etal_FAOpaper.pdf . Ostrom is mentioned particularly on page 5 but the whole idea defended by the document refers very
clearly to all what Ostrom fought for: property rights, land and water tenure by autochthonous communities,
legal and institutional requirements for good governance.
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found in the document discussed at the World Water Week in 202059. In the concluding lines
published after the event took place,, it can be read:
“A water tenure assessment can identify and analyze the different types of water tenure
arrangements that exist within the selected sub-catchments. It can create a better
understanding of the role that tenure plays in the management and use of water resources,
and on the impact it has on people’s food security and livelihoods. Moreover, the water tenure
assessment can capture the specific perspective and strategies of people who use or access
water resources for different purposes.”60
All these elements convinced us to follow Ostrom’s legacy at the FAO. The fact that this
organization plays a key role in development programs all around the world was of course
another marker. Establishing contacts with experts at the FAO has not been an easy task. All
in all, we managed to interview 6 experts, and 2 retirees from the FAO or former FAO experts
who have exited the organization but hold valuable experience for our research. To complete
the FAO panel, we conducted the same survey with experts from french NGO, from the
French committee of the IUCN, and an expert at Agence Française du Développement (the
French equivalent of USAID) as well as from CIRAD. In total we obtained 15 interviews,
representing a little more than 17 hours of recording, most of them conducted online due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, mostly in french but some in english and mostly individuals but
two were collective sessions from 2 to 5 people. Anonymity has been required as most of
these people could not be tied to their organizations, but voiced their own views and
interpretations.
The sociological profile breakdown of the cohort encompasses 6 women and 9 men, ranging
from 23 to 64 years old, all of them with graduate levels (masters degree, Ph. Ds, engineers)
and holding executive positions (with the exception of one junior executive). The findings
were the following:
-

Q2: strong knowledge of Ostrom (11/15)

-

Q3: which does not translate into Ostrom’s academic identification as a political
scientist (only 7/15 do so). The others listed Ostrom as a sociologist, an economist or
an anthropologist. That may actually reflects both the own personal academic
inscription of the respondent (people studying anthropology and being confronted with
Ostrom’s texts may have thought she belonged to the same area, academic boundaries
being so strong usually); but it can also be related to the pluridisciplinary approach
Ostrom favored in her research.
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See for instance :
https://programme.worldwaterweek.org/Content/ProposalResources/PDF/2020/pdf-2020-9395-1-Presentations%
20Water%20Tenure%20Webinar%20WWW%2025%2008%202020%20ENG.pdf
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The underlining is ours. The wording of these sentences can be referred to Ostrom’s concepts of property
rights and institutional arrangements in communities-based management of common environmental goods. It
illustrates how deep Ostrom’s principles are ensconced within international institutions' programs when it turns
to
development
issues.
https://www.worldwaterweek.org/event/9395-water-tenure-approaches-for-securing-rights-and-advancing-climat
e-resilience
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-

Q5 :The main concepts attributed or related to Ostrom are ‘The Commons’ (4 times),
‘collective action’ (4 times), ‘bundle of rights’ (3 times), ‘governance’ and
‘subsidiarity’ (2 times each)

-

Q6 : The ‘Design Principles’ are known (9/15) but can’t be really described nor
clearly defined. Interviewees seemed to be more sensitive to the existence of a set of
rules rather than to the rules themselves. That would have pleased Ostrom, given she
protested at the end of a career that she never wanted to establish a set catalogue of
fixed rules, rather to call attention to the necessity of rules, adapted to each and every
case. As two of them stated:
“To here (the DP) were a frame for research, she inferred a theoretical frame from
studies and wanted to know if that worked. (...) At the end of her life, she regretted
having named them ‘principles.”
“I thinh the DP are useful to explore the gap between formalism and reality. It makes
me think about the concept of ‘travelling model’ from Olivier de Sardan. It’s an
exploratory frame, what matters is if it works.”

-

Q7 : Answers to question 7 were semi-open, and people tended to relate their own
experiences of implementing programs in the field, which made this very interesting.
When they knew Ostrom’s DP, it was quite easy for them to relate them to their
personal experiences. 11/15 answered they had the feeling to have used one or more of
Ostrom’s DP, knowingly or in an indirect way.
“I could not attribute this or that principle to Ostrom directly but at the FAO, everyone
has Ostrom in mind one way or the other, more or less consciously. Ostrom’s
fingerprints are everywhere”
“As a development operator, the aim of our program is precisely to put Ostrom’s DP
into practice, so yes, we do use them all the time.”
“yes, yes absolutely. If one would take the example from the agricultural cooperatives
[in Africa], they have a bad reputation, due to history. But the idea of it is still
relevant, and to do so, we need Ostrom … the idea that a collective action can be
efficient if well organized.”
What was surprising is that even among the four remaining people who did not see
how the DP could be related to their working practices, their answers gave clues as to
some of Ostrom’s ideas:
“I can’t really answer this question because I don’t know these principles. But in the
project I had to work on [a commitment elaborated in an international organisation
stating principles that executives of that organisation would follow in every program
in order to ensure a better use of resources for youth future], the aim was to make
audible the voices of those who are not usually listened to. To imagine mechanisms
preventing rule-avoidance or rule-breaking. We were looking to close the gap between
global existing rules and the reality of their application.”
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-

Q8: The fact that sometimes, if not too often, there exists a tension between the
statement of principles and the real application thereof in the field was
mentioned in many interviews. Sometimes with a fatalistic tone, sometimes a
bit of a nerve, sometimes just matter-of-factly.
“The question I do have in mind is when are our organizations going to take
into account what we do observe in reality?”
“The problem is that we always want to elaborate a model, and in the end a
model always ends up forgetting about the field.”
“There is also a silo effect: in big organizations, one department tends to
largely ignore what the department next door is doing”
“The real challenge is that all this [the principles of a program exposed by the
interviewee] is very theoretical. One then finds itself losing a lot of time
managing the gaps between ‘guidelines’ and field reality.”

-

Q9 : The idea behind Q9 was to try to determine if some of the DP were more
used or referred to than others. We used the division into three categories as
stated above. But most respondents could not find a satisfactory answer: either
they rejected the choice altogether (“I can’t answer that, they are a whole …”)
or their lack of knowledge of the DP impeded them to give an answer. We
noted nonetheless, when an answer was provided that it was very much
depending on the organisation the person was working for, and sometimes, of
the program the person was involved in. It led us to think that some of
Ostrom’s legacy is very institution-dependent, and that might explain why
there is no global perception of Ostrom’s legacy as a whole. Some future and
more detailed investigation would be necessary to know more about that
precise point.

-

Q.10: This question was about potential changes in the ‘DP’ since Ostrom
articulated them. Of course, respondents who had no real knowledge of these
were thwarted in their attempt to answer. Among those who did know them, 8
thought some changes happened: the list was obsolete, or some DP had been
modified, some reframed, to more theoretical considerations.
“Yes, about subsidiarity.. there has been some change. We took it very much to
the letter, now we’ve come back from it”
“It seemed very interesting to focus on the governance systems elsewhere. But
it seems to me that there was not a lot of thought given to our own governance
issues at home, or our own way of life.”
“I don’t really use them anymore [Ostrom’s DP]. There is more to it in the
Commons theory. Things that inscribe themselves in her [Ostrom] legacy but
go farther, like all that is related to the concept of ‘commoning’ like in the
work of Elfrich or Boullier.”

-

Q11: That question was added after the first interviews, because the
articulation between the ‘innovative’ aspect of Ostrom’s principles and a kind
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of rediscovery of autochthonous customs seemed to be of interest, especially
for those of the experts who worked or are working with indigenous
communities.
“To be fair, all this [the DP] seemed very new to us, but to them [the local
populations] it’s just the way they live, you see?”
“What I don’t like is the mere concept of a ‘good governance’. What defines
‘good’? That is an ethical question. It is supposed to be defined by the
‘governed’ but in reality, it is done by the ‘governors’ ….”
-

Q12 : That question was about the relevance of Ostrom’s work, ideas and
concepts. We noted answers to that question were quick and enounced with a
real enthusiasm. We had placed this question after some that invited some
reconsiderations, even criticism, of Ostrom’s concepts. That did not interfere
with the largely shared opinion that Ostrom was ‘quintessential’, ‘the absolute
reference’ or ‘unavoidable’ in what regarded development economics and
programs.

-

Q13: That question was the most theoretical as we wanted to know if the
interviewees thought Ostrom could be considered as a ‘paradigmatic shift’.
Most of the subjects looked therefore for a before and an after. Typically, two
groups emerged. One argued that indeed Ostrom led to a paradigmatic
disruption, with eventual caveats; the second was more nuanced about the
notion of disruption.
“We went from an economic perception of those goods [common goods] to a
more cultural perception of them, so yes, it changed quite a lot of things ...”
(with a hand gesture from right to left)
“I’m absolutely convinced of it: it does represent a disruption. But I’m not
completely convinced development operators do realize it. (thoughtful) …
Ostrom’s thought has diffused, the disruption is there, its institutionalisation
has not followed suit. There is a profound gap between what is claimed and
how it’s done, between research departments and programmatic ones.”
“There has been a change in the way these topics are thought about. She left
an imprint, definitely, but all this has not come to full maturity yet.”

We noticed that the disruption seems to be acted at the intellectual level, but not quite so at the
operational one. The reason for that gap is confusing, and has been already mentioned in
answers to previous questions as a gap between theoretical considerations and their
implementation in reality. That came as a surprise as Ostrom is specifically renowned for her
empirical approach and that she insisted all her life that there was not to be a universal frame
providing for a set of pre-designed solutions. We try to verify if appreciations of the gap
would vary according to the type of organization the person was working for, or his/her
academic background, but with no significant variations. We wonder whether that gap could
explain why Ostrom seems to be less taught and known as she ought to be, or, for that matter,
than other well-known economists: the lack of real implementation of her ideas could lead to
a lower recognition. That could also explain why some interviewees could ‘recognize’ Ostrom
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but without a clear conceptual knowledge of her key concepts. To dare a comparison, it would
be as if one would ask an economist if a specific public policy program in a given nation is
neoliberal or keynesian with the expert unable to really answer the question.

Conclusion
If natural resources characterized by common rights of usages (taken as common property)
were usual in the european Middle Age, the rise of political liberalism, and with it, private
property for all signaled the dismantling of these common goods and the rearrangement of
social relationships which were then presiding to the economic activity. In the second half of
the 20th century, a new perspective on the Commons would happen. Due to the fears of a
demographic bomb and the overexploitation of halieutic resources, until then considered as
renewable by essence, the question of common goods surged again thanks to the writings of
first Gordon (1954) and then Hardin (1968). Through them, the old concept of the
inefficiency of collective property would be renewed, and with it, the idea the any
free-accessed good would be doomed, because of the implications of a mere homo
oeconomicus, only looking to maximize its self-interest: such was the core argument of
Hardin’s The Tragedy of the Commons. Only two options were available to avoid such
disaster: state ownership or corporate management, aka public or private property. This line of
reasoning would reach its climax when it will be fully endorsed by the neoliberal research
program adopted by the theoreticians of the New Resource Economy and the Free Market
Environmentalism, who would assert that the creation of private property rights was the sole
option to correctly manage these common goods and to ensure them some measure of
perennity. The question was then not to demonstrate that private property was more efficient
than a collective one, as could have been the case at the time of the ‘enclosures’, but to
demonstrate that private property was the only way to save the endangered resource from the
perils of collective property.
Elinor Ostrom introduced a disruption in the analysis of both common goods and, by
extension, collective property. At the heart of this disruption layed a methodological shift.
Thanks to her transdisciplinary, empirical and institutional perspective of common good,
Ostrom managed to overcome some of the weaknesses of the dominant paradigm, of which
the deductive approach was at the same time an-historical and des-institutionalized. By
focusing on the institutional performance of diverse governance modes of common goods,
Ostrom successfully proved that commonly managed goods were perfectly capable of
self-governing in an efficient economic as well as ecological manner. Self-governance of
common goods seemed to be the key, besides the market or the state solutions.
The way Ostrom anchored her theory methodologically, profoundly empirical and sensitive to
the data directly obtained from the people at the center of the research is today widely
acknowledged by most actors of the area, and further. It shows an empathy to human beings,
and Elinor Ostrom enriched both the economics as well as political science, to the opposite of
an excessively mathematization of the field, sometimes ununderstandable, if not meaningless
and aloof from any realities. Nevertheless, her thought is rooted in neoclassical models, be
them Game Theory or Public Choice. But Ostrom figured it out rather quickly that human
rationality was more complex than most of her male colleagues would admit, and she went on
looking, as a good pragmatist, what could work better, without letting her being limited in
existing theories. It is thus a rich and sometimes iconoclastic thought, somewhat wiser than it
seems, which took advantage for discipline-crossing to give birth to new leads, ideas,
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suggestions, but not models, because she was very much convinced that reality always
managed to partially escape to what we would pretend to know about it, and to what we could
actually grasp.
There are still aspects of this research that would have been nice to deepen or to be able to
mention. In particular, this study calls for a wider survey among actors of development
institutions and environment ones, these two areas being more tied up than ever, in order to
better measure Ostrom’s legacy and its implementation. It would also be of interest to
question the new articulations which do appear with the gradual extension of the concept of
‘Commons’ to new fields in Economics, such as Knowledge Economy or Health Economy, to
mention just a few. The more recent notion of ‘Commoning’ seems a lead to examine,
because it may represent a way to go beyond the question of governance of the commons, to
explore what could be a real political project, able to help us face the many challenges our
societies are confronted to, by putting the ‘Commons’ but also the ‘way to put in common’
things at the center of our lives and societies. All these questions are directly related to both
the economy of development and the history of economic thought as they try to cope with a
changing world.
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